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A set of equations known as Chandrasekhar equations arising in the linear 
quadratic optimal control problem is considered. In this paper, we consider the 
linear time-invariant systems defined in Hilbert spaces involving unbounded input 
and output operators. For a general class of such systems, we derive the 
Chandrasekhar equations and establish the existence, uniqueness, and regularity 
results of their solutions. f” 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the last 2 decades, there has been extensive literature concerning 
liner quadratic regulator (LQR) problems for infinite dimensional systems 
which involve unbounded input operators in the evolution equation and/or 
unbounded output operators in the quadratic cost functional (see [l, 5, 17, 
19, 22, 23, 251 and the references cited there, for surveys of the recent 
results). The optimal control to the LQR problem is given by a feedback 
form involving the solution of Riccati equations. Thus, the main issue in 
this subject has been the study of existence and uniqueness of solutions of 
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Riccati equations. The paper by Banks and Burns [2] followed by 
Gibson’s result [9] have addressed the computational aspects of the LQR 
problem for infinite dimensional systems using the approximation results of 
semigroups. 
This paper intends to develop an alternative approach based on 
Chandrasekhar-type quations [4, 151. In [13], we have considered the 
LQR problem for systems with bounded input and output operators and 
derived the Chandrasekhar equations for optimal feedback gain operators. 
Moreover, the form of the Chandrasekhar equation allowed us to obtain 
differentiability results for solutions to the associated Riccati equation and 
the optimal control in time. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results in [ 131 to systems with 
unbounded input and output operators. Recently, Pritchard and Salamon 
[22] have introduced a framework based upon semigroup theory for LQR 
problems involving unbounded input and output operators, which we shall 
describe in Section 2. Within the framework in Section 2, we show the 
existence, uniqueness, and differentiability results for solutions of the 
Chandrasekhar equation in Section 3. A number of examples which can be 
handled by the results in Section 3 are discussed in Section 4. ln Section 5, 
we state the corresponding results for an important class of problems which 
cannot be covered by the main result, e.g., the evolution system with 
delays in control and the parabolic and hyperbolic systems with Dirichlet 
boundary control, 
The computational aspects of the Chandrasekhar algorithm have been 
studied in [3] where the input and output operators are bounded. An 
extension of such a study for the unbounded operator case will be reported 
in the forthcoming paper. 
Throughout this paper, the symbol (‘) will be used to denote dual 
operators and dual spaces [28] and the symbol (*) will denote the Hilbert 
space adjoint. For Hilbert spaces X and Y, we shall denote by C,(a, h; 
2(X, Y)) the set of all mapping t -F(~)E~?‘(X, Y) on [a, b] such that 
F( t)x is strongly continuous for any x E X. 
2. A BASIC FRAMEWORK FOR SYSTEMS WITH 
UNBOUNDED INPUT AND OUTPUT OPERATORS 
Assume H, U, and Y are Hilbert spaces, and we identify them with their 
duals. In a formal sense, our basic model [ 10, 251 is 
-$x(t)=,dx(t)+~u(f), x(0) = xg 
(2.1) 
y(t) = gx(t), 
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where u E L,(O, T; U), y E L,(O, T; Y). J&’ is the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup s(t) on the Hilbert space H with domain 
9(d) c H. Here 
&?UC~(A*)’ and W&9) = qw, 
where 3?(&‘*) is the Hilbert space equipped with graph norm and 
9(&*)c HcL?4(.d*)‘. We interpret Eq. (2.1) in the mild sense: the 
solution of (2.1) is given by 
x(t)=S(t)x, + s ‘q-s)&4(s)ds. (2.2) 0 
Since s(t) can be extended as a strongly continuous semigroup on ~(JTJ’*)’ 
[ 14, 241, x(t) is a 9(d*)‘-valued continuous function. 
Moreover, as in [22], we assume the following to discuss the problem 
involving possible unboundedness of the operators 3 and 55’: $7 E U( U, V) 
and %? E LZ( W, Y) where W and Y are Hilbert spaces such that 
WcHcV 
with continuous dense injections k: W + H and d: H -+ V. In order to make 
the expression (2.2) precise and to allow for trajectories in all three spaces 
W, H, and V, we assume the following hypothesis: 
(Hl ) S(t) is also a strongly semigroup on W and V, which means that 
there exists strongly continuous emigroups S,(t) and S,(t) and W and V, 
respectively, satisfying 
S(t)kx=kS,(t)x for xE W 
S,(t) ex = dS(t)x for xfz V. 
Thus, tf i = ek, the continuous dense injection from W into V, then 
i2zZwx = 2zIyix for xELSw(dw)= JxE W, &,xE W}. 
The subscript for the underlying Hilbert space will be omitted when 
understood from the context. 
(H2) For any UEL,(O, r; U) 
s T S(T-s)&?u(s)ds~i(W) 0 
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and there exists a positive constant b such that 
S(T-s)BIu(s)ds 
I; 
6 b ll4l LAO. 7; U). 
W 
(H3) There exists a positive constant c such that 
~~~?S(t)xliL2c0,T;Y) dc llixil V for xE w. 
(H4) Suppose Z = C&(d) c W with a continuous dense embedding where 
Z is the Hilbert space 23,,(d) with the graph norm ofdv on V. 
Remark. It has not been explicitly stated, but each of the embedding 
maps is an element into itself in the larger space. For example, if XE W, 
then ix = x E V, It follows from (H4) that 9,,(d) is in the range of i. 
By duality 
V’cH=H’c W’ 
with continuous dense embeddings [24]. Moreover, S’(t) is a strongly 
continuous semigroup on all three spaces V’, H, W’ [28, p. 2731. The 
following duality results will play an important role. 
THEOREM 2.1. The dual statements of (H2) and (H3) are given by 
(H2)’ for every XE V’ 
[lL@I’S’(T- .)x11 L2,0,TiUj d b Ili’4 ws3 
(H3)’ for every y( .) E L,(O, T; Y) 
i 
T 
S’(T-s)V’y(s)ds~i’(V’), 
0 
and 
S’( T - s) %?‘y(s) ds 
I/ 
G c IIYII LAO, T; Y). 
V’ 
Proof (H2) implies that for every UEL,(O, T, U) there exists a ZE W 
such that 
s 
T 
iz = S(T-s) .%?u(s) ds 
0 
and 
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For XE V’ 
(k x>v,v. = 
(1 
TS(T-S)al(S)ds,x 
0 > v. V’ 
= s oT (izi?‘S’(T-s)x, u(s))L,ds. 
But since 
letting u = S?‘S’(T- .)xe L,(O, T; U), we obtain 
s T llB’S’( T- s)xll Lsh I14L2(0,~;U) llixllws 0 
which shows (H2)‘. 
Next, we shall show (H3)9 (H3)‘. Let YIZ &(O, c Y) and XE W. Then 
(Y, qs(T-- +&2(o,T:Y) 
= o’(y(s),@S(T-s)x),dr i 
= 
J‘ 
’ (S’(T-s)%“y(s),x),s,,ds 
= S’(T-s)V’y(s)ds,x . 
> W’. w 
The interchange of the integral and the duality pairing is justified since 
$5” E 9( Y, W’) implies that 
i 
T 
S’( T- s) Gf?‘y(s) ds E W’ for y E L,(O, T; Y). 
0 
Thus, from (H3) 
S’( T- s) %‘y(s) ds, x 
> I 
Gc ll.A~~(~,~~) llixllv. 
W’, w 
(H3)’ now follows from Remark 1.3.1(v) in [24]. Q.E.D. 
Let %Pj, = i -‘JJ’B where Jjy = A(AZ- JS’,,) -I, ;I E p(s9,) on V. Note that 
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~3~. E Z( U, W) since Range(J,Y) = LS,,(xI) c Range(i) by the Remark. Thus, 
for 2 E p(cc4,) 
s 
T 
S(T-s)@j.u(s)dsE w 
0 
is well defined on L,(O, T; U). 
THEOREM 2.2. For every u E L,(O, T; U) and A > A, 
s 
T 
s 
T 
S(T-s)~~.u(s)ds=J;wi-’ S( T- s) Bu(s) ds. 
0 0 
Proof: By the definition of gj,: 
jTS(T-s)~LII(s)d~=jTS~(T-s)i~lJ,y~u(.F)ds 
0 0 
I 
T 
= iC’S,(T-s)J,V~u(s)ds 
0 
A calculation shows that for ZE W 
q/l-s&/-’ ~=(lZ-d~)~’ iz, 
thus from (H2) 
j~S,(T-s)~~.U(S)ds=L(E.I-~~)-‘i~’ joTS,(T-s)lu(s)ds 
0 
=Jy T s S,(T-s) @u(s) ds. 0 Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For each ;1> A0 define the bounded mapping 9;. from 
L,(O, T; U) into L,(O, T Y) by 
(g,u)(t)=V jTS(t-s)+&)dx 
0 
Then 9). converges strongly as A+ co to 9’ where 9 E T(L,(O, T, Y), 
L,(O, T; Y)) is defined by 
(~U)(t)=(Gj’ j~S(T--s)lu(s)dS. 
0 
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Proof: Since Jjy converges strongly to the identity as A -+ cc in W, 
Theorem 2.2 implies that 
(yj.z4)(t) -+ (Yu)(r) strongly for each TV [0, T]. 
In addition 
Thus, the corollary follows from the dominated convergence theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. 2’7 converges strongly to 9* as L -+ co. 
Proof. It can be shown that 
(c!Z*y)(t)=#(i’)-I j?S’(s- t) @‘y(s) ds 
I 
and 
The result follows from Theorem 3.1 and arguments imilar to those in the 
proof of Corollary 2.3. Q.E.D. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Consider the optimal control problem: minimize the quadratic cost 
functional 
s i- (lWt)12 + lu(t)12) dt 10 (3.1) 
subject to 
iz(t)=S(t-t,)iz+ ‘S(t-+h(s)ds. i Ql 
Note that by using (Hl), (H3), and the density of i(W) in V, one can show 
that the operator W?s(. -to) mapping W into L,(O, T; Y) has a unique 
continuous extension to all of V, and it will be denoted by 4. That is 
Ai.z=%?S(~--t,)z for ZE W (3.2) 
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and A E 9( V, L,( t,, T; Y)). Now the problem (3.1) can be equivalently 
stated as 
MinimizeJ(u; Cloy rl)= II~x+~~~,~,,,~;~~ + II~Ilf.2~,o,T;u~ (3.3) 
over u E L2(t0, T; U). The unique solution u” to (3.3) is given by 
u”= -(Z+~*Lz-‘~*A!x (3.4) 
and 
min J(u) =J(uO) = ((I+ 9P)’ Ax, Ax). 
Consider the Ath approximate problem of (3.3) 
minimizeJ,(u)= (IdhfX+p4Lj,UI/*+ llUl1’ (3.5) 
over u E L2(f0, T; U). This problem is well posed as a class of problems 
discussed in [ 131 for x = iz, z E W. It means that z(t) is the mild solution to 
the evolution equation in W, 
where B, E 9( U, W) and WE 2’( W, Y), and d is the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup S(t) on W. Hence from 
Theorem 3.1 in [ 133 if n,(t), t < T is the unique self-adjoint, non-negative 
definite solution of the Riccati equation, 
$ (n?.(t)z3 z>W + 2(dz3 nj.(t)z> W 
= (~~nj,(t)Z, ~~nj.(t)Z). + (~Z, ~Z)=O, (3.6) 
for all z E ~&(JxZ) and n,(T) = 0, then the optimal solution Uj, to (3.5) 
(where x = iz) is given by 
ui. = -g’:n2(t) u,?(t, tO)x. 
For all z E W and t E [to, T] 
(nj.(t)Z, Z,W=~’ lu*j.(T, J)ZIcds, , 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where U,( ., .) is the perturbed evolution operator of the semigroup S(t) on 
W by -WA @T n,(t), which means that 
4Y~(t,s)z=S(t-s)z- ~rs(t-a)~~~:n,(a)~j.(~,~)zda (3.9) 
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for z E W and 0 6 s 6 t < T. Note that (e.g., see [S, 91 and by definition of 
Jz’anddcj,)forzEWand t,<T 
Il,(l,)=S’S*(s-t,)~*(.R;+~j.u,)(s)dS. 
10 
(3.10) 
On the other hand, problem (3.5) is also well posed for XE V, and the 
optimal solution Uj, is given by 
uj. = -(I+ Lzyy!q-’ Yf ddz. (3.11) 
Ifj denotes the canonical isometry from W onto W’, then for z E W, (3.10) 
becomes 
(3.12) 
where 
we have used 
js*(.)z=s’(.)jz) ZE w 
and 
jGPy=Wy, YE Y. 
Moreover, 
min Jj.(w iz) = <nj.(tO)z, z> w = WJ~(bb, z> w,, w (3.13) 
and 0 < min J,(u, iz) < B (( iz(l’, for some positive constant /? (independent of 
A and to). From Theorem 2.1, jI7,( t,)z E i’( V’), z E W. It then follows from 
the definition of A that there exists an operator Z?,(t,) in P’( V, V’) such 
that 
jZ7,(t,)z = i’ fi,(t,) iz, z E W. (3.14) 
From (3.12) and (3.13) 
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for z E W. Since ZZ,(t,) is self-adjoint on W and ( V’)’ = V, 
IIm~o)llLPPvy,V~, GB and A,( to) is symmetric 
in the sense that fi,(t,)’ = Z?,( to). 
We now have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf u” and uA are defined by (3.3) and (3.7), respectively, then 
ui, converges trongly to u” as A + co in L2(t0, T; U) for all x E V, and the 
convergence is uniform in to E [0, T]. 
Proof. Since 
(z+~i”:2y-(z+~*~)-’ 
= (I+ 6p:~j.)-' (~:~j. -~*~)(I+ ~*~)~I 
and )I (I+ LYT~~,) -’ I( < 1 uniformly in A, it follows from Corollaries 2.3 and 
2.4 that 
(Z+~,*~~~)-‘--+(Z+LY*49)) strongly. 
The lemma results from (3.3) and (3.7). Q.E.D. 
Define the evolution operator %(t, to), 0 6 to < t 6 T on V by 
“li(t, to)x=S(t-to)x+~‘S(t-s)5?u:0(s)ds, 
10 
(3.16) 
where ny0 is the optimal solution to (3.3) in the interval [to, T]. Then the 
following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.2. (i) %(t, t) = Z, t E [0, T]. 
(ii) %!(t,s)Uli(s,tO)=~(trtO)forO~tO~s~t<T. 
(iii) %(t, to) is jointly continuous in t and to on V, H, and W, respec- 
tively. 
(iv) The operator z E W --, %%(T,. )z E Lz(O, F, Y) has a continuous 
extension to all of xE V. 
Proof: Property (ii) follows from the principle of optimality; i.e., if u” is 
the optimal solution to (3.3) on the interval [to, T], then for to <sd T, 
u”xcs,rI is the optimal solution to (3.3) on the interval [s, T] with initial 
condition x0(s) = %(s, t,)x. 
Note that for z E W 
i%(t, to)z=S(t-to)iz+ 5 ‘S(t-t,)~u,,(s)ds. 0 
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For property (iii), from (Hl ) it s&ices to show that for x E I/ 
1 
, .-I 2 S( t - s) spun’ ds 
10 
is jointly continuous on W. The continuity with respect to to follows from 
(H3) and the fact that u~x~,~,~,(.) is strongly continuous in L,(O, T; U). In 
order to show the continuity in t, first let AtaO. Then 
+s 
f+Al 
S(t+At-s).%4~&s)ds 
I 
and we then obtain 
6 (S(Ar)-l)i-’ j-‘S(t-.s)s%@)ds 
II 10 W 
+b l14’ll~2(t,r+~t;u). (3.17) 
The first term on the right-hand side of (3.17) goes to zero by the strong 
continuity of s(t) on W, and the convergence to zero of the second term is 
a standard analysis result. The proof for At < 0 is similar. 
Property (iv) follows from the above result and (3.2). Q.E.D. 
Now we can state the extended result of Theorem 3.1 in [ 133. 
THEOREM 3.3. Z?,(t,) converges strongly to a symmetric operator Z7(?,) 
in 2’( V, V’) and the convergence is uniform in t, E [0, T]. Moreover, for 
XE v 
minJ(u,x)= (IT(tO)x,x),,,.= 
s 
T liY%Y(T, s)xlj$ds. 
(0 
Proof. It follows from (3.12) and (3.14) that 
i’A,(t,)x= 
s 
T 
S’(s - ro) ‘Z’(~x + ~Z’~,u~.)(s) ds. 
10 
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Thus, from Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.3, and Lemma 3.1 we have 
lim i’Z?,( to) = i’n( t,)x 
rt z 
s 
I- 
= S’(s - to) %‘(ckx + 6pu”)(s) ds 
10 
and the convergence is uniform in to E [0, T]. From (3.9) and Theorem 2.2, 
we have that for ZE W 
“U,(T,t,)z=S(T-r,)z+J:Yi~‘I’S(T-s)lu,(s)ds. 
10 
It then follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that J,Wz + z (strongly) in W 
as A + cc that for each to < T 
eA( T, t,)z + %(T, t,)z strongly in W. (3.18) 
Since IIJPII and Iluj. II Lzcro, T;u) are uniformly bounded in 1 and to E [0, T] 
the dominated convergence theorem implies that 
U~j.(T,‘)z~~~(T,.)z in &(O, T, Y). 
Thus, from (3.8), (3.15), and the convergence of fi,( to) to Z7( to) we obtain 
thatforzEWandt,<T 
(17(to)iz,iz)v.,,= ‘IIGf?B(T,s)z~j$ds. 
s 10 
The desired result now follows from (iv) of Theorem 3.2 and the density of 
i( W) in V. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. ZZ(t)e C,(O, T; Y(V, V’)). 
Proof: For the moment, let us indicate the dependence on to of the 
operators A! and 2 introduced for the optimal control problem (3.3) and 
write At, and Tl,,, respectively. It is easily verified that Ato,,, y,,,, and P’P:, 
are strongly continuous in to on [0, T]. Recall that for XE V 
<Wt,)x, x> “,, y = min Au; [to, Tl) 
= <v+ =q$qr’ -4,x, 4,x>. 
Using arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 3.1, it can be 
shown that (I+ 5&y;pT,))’ is strongly continuous in to, thus it follows that 
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(Z7(t,)x, x) “,, y is a non-increasing continuous function in t, on [0, r]. If 
j, denotes the canonical isometry from V’ onto V, then for x, ye V 
<jvWfo)x, Y> v = (fl(~obT Y> tJ’, y 
= <X?~(~O)Y)V,V 
= (4 jvWto) y> y, 
where we used the symmetry of Z7(t,). Thus, j,Z7(t,) is self-adjoint on V. It 
now follows from [ 16, p. 454, Theorem 3.33 that j,n(t,) is strongly 
continuous in V for x E V. The result follows since j,, is isometric. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5. The optimal solution u” is given by 
u’(t) = -B’ZZ(t) ‘@(T, t,)x, (3.19) 
where U( ., . ), the evolution operator on V defined by (3.16) satisfies 
i%(t,s)z=S(t-s)iz- ‘S(I-rr)~~‘n((r)i~(b,S)zd~ (3.20) 
for ZE WandOdsGtGT. 
Proof For zE Wand UEU 
If 
jzEi’(V’)= (G?‘(Jf)’ (if)-’ jz, u),, 
thus 99:~ = B’(J/)’ (i’) ~ ’ jz for jz E i’( V’). Note that (3.14) shows that 
jn,( t) E i’( V’) and that 
cBTZZ,(t) U,( t, to)~ = st%‘( Jy)’ dj.( t) i&j.(t, to)~ 
for ZE W. By Theorem 3.3, (3.18), and the fact that (J,V)-+Z on V’, we 
obtain 
BTnj,(t) iuZl,(t, to)Z +8’Z7(t) i%(t, to)Z, ZE W. 
It then follows from Lemma 3.1 that 
u’(t)= lim ui,(t)= -S?‘ZZ(t)i%(t, t,)z, ZE W. 
2. ta 
(3.21) 
505/75/2-I4 
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Since (3.4) and the right-hand side of (3.21) depend continuously on x E V, 
(3.19) holds for all x E V and hence (3.20) follows from Theorem 3.2. 
Q.E.D. 
The form of the optimal control is often written as 
uO(t) = -K(t) %(t, t,)x, (3.22) 
where the operator K(t) = g’Z7(t) E C,(O, T; Y( V, U)) is called the optimal 
gain operator. Recall that the operator %?S(. - to): W-+ Lz(to, r; Y) has a 
continuous extension A’,, on V (see, (3.2)). Thus, for each u E U 
and if dim(U) is finite, this implies that 
II4,(~)~ll~(cl,Y) is square integrable 
on [to, T]. Define L(t) as the unique bounded extension of % U( T, t): 
W+ L,(O, T; Y) on V (see Theorem 3.2(iv)). Then we have the following 
result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume dim(U) is finite and let 2 be as in (H4). Then 
K( t)x, x E V and L( t)z, z E Z are absolutely continuous on [0, T] in U and 
Y, respectively. Moreover, K(t) and L(t) satisfy the Chandrasekhar equations 
-$qr)x= -#L’(t) L(t)x, XE v 
(3.23) 
K(T)=0 
and 
1 L(t),?= -L(t)(.zzf-S9K(t))z, ZEZ 
(3.24) 
L(T)=C. 
Proof From (3.20) we have 
L(t)B=&Jt)~-%ii-’ j’S(T-s)@K(s)O(L(s, t)ads. 
I 
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Thus, from W2), IIUt) ~lIyvcu, yj is square integrable on [0, T] and so is 
II(L(t) 9?)*li = IIPJ’L’(t)ll. By Theorem 3.3, for XE V and UE U 
(K(t)x, u)(/ = (B’Lyr)x, 2.4) 
= (Lqt)x, a.du)“~,, 
= s T (L(s)x, L(s) Wu) y* 
= 
(1 T(L(s)B)* L(s)xds, u 
. , ) u 
This implies that 
K(t)x=~~38’L’(s)L(s)xds, (3.25) 
f 
where the integrand is U-valued integrable. The differential equation (3.23) 
for K(t) now follows immediately. 
Note that for z E Z, t -+ %!( T, t)z is continuously differentiable in V and 
%(T, t)z-z= s 
r’(T,s)(~---WK(s))zds. (3.26) 
* 
If z E s,,(d’), then dz E Z c W and from (3.26) and the fact that IIL(t)BII 
is square integrable, 
GPB(T, t)z-Vz=\%?&(T,s)(&1K(s))zds. 
I 
Since L(t) is the bounded extension of W&( T, .): W+ L,(O, T; Y) and 
C&(J&‘~) is dense in Z, L(t) satisfies 
L(t)z=‘kz+l’L(s)(.d-M(s))zds, ZEZ 
I 
and the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
The following theorem shows the uniqueness of solutions of (3.23) and 
(3.24). 
THEOREM 3.7. Assume dim(U) is finite. Equations (3.23t(3.24) have a 
unique solution within a class of operators such that 
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and 
L( .) E C,(O, T; .9( W, Y)) n (L( .)x E L,(O, T; Y) for all x E V). 
Proof Suppose (K, L) and (k, 2) are solutions to (3.23))(3.24). Then 
for ZEZ 
-g(L(r)-i(r));= -L(t)(d-mqt))z+2(t)(d-Bk(r))z 
= -(L-2)(&! -L?aK(t))z + 2(t) B(K- R)z. 
Since dim(U) is finite, 112( .) 9J(/ 9cU, yj is square integrable. Let us denote 
by @(t, s) the evolution operator on V generated by & - %?K( .). Then, for 
XEV 
L(t)x- &)x = j-= it(s) g(K(s) - I?(s)) %(s, t)x ds. (3.27) 
f 
From (3.23), for x E V, 
(K(t)x-&2)x, u)u = s ‘((L(s),&E(s).B)u,L(s)x),,ds I 
+ jT (i(s) L~‘u, L(s) - ,?(s)x) ds. 
f 
From (3.27), L - 2 E C,y(O, T; 9( V, Y)) and thus this implies that for x E V 
IlK(t)x- &,xll u 6 j’ IlL(s)xll y lIL(s) g-b) Bllpcu, y) ds I 
+ i“ IIL(sb- hbll y II&) Wlly(u, y, 4 I 
or equivalently, 
lllu(t)x - &ct,xll’, < 2 1’ IIL(s)xll’, ds j-’ IIUs) 3 - h) ~ll%cu. v) ds 
0 I 
+ 2 JOT llm mY,u, Y) Jr IIL(s)x-E(s)xll:ds. (3.28) 
I 
Similarly, (3.27) yields that 
lIL(t)-~(t)ll$,v,., dM:M, I- IlJ4+&s)ll~,,,, ds, I f 
where 
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Thus, (3.28) implies that 
Ilw)--wlIzP(v,,,, 
6 w4, ll~ll$,L/, V) + 2M2) .F.’ ILW) - hH%~v, v) 4 
where 
s 
’ IIL(s)xlI2yds<& Ibll:~ 
0 
Hence, the result follows from Gronwall’s lemma. Q.E.D. 
By [ 10, p. 109, Corollary 2.101 we have that if t + f(t) E V is absolutely 
continuous on [0, r], then the function 
v(t)= j%(t-s)f(s)dsECSy(d), t>O 
0 
satisfies the differential equation 
$v(t)=dv(t)+f(t) a.e. 
Thus using an argument similar to those in the proof of Lemma 4.2 in 
[13], one can show 
THEOREM 3.8. Assume dim(U) is finite. Then, the evolution operator 
defined by (3.16) and (3.20) has the following properties: for z E Z and 
0 <s < t < T, t + %( t, s)z E V is continuously differentiable, @(t, s)z E 2, and 
; @(t, s)z = (d - .caK(t)) qt, s)z. 
COROLLARY 3.9. For any x E Z, the optimal solution u” to (3.1) is 
absolutely continuous on [0, T]. 
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Proof. From Theorem 3.8, for x E Z, a’(?, t,)x E Z c W and t + 
%(t, t,)x E V is continuously differentiable. Thus from (3.22) and (3.25) 
g”(t)= -K(t)(d-si?K(t))@(t, t,)x 
+ B’L’(t) L(t) qt, t,)x, 
where we have used L( .) E C,(O, T; 9( W, Y)). Q.E.D. 
4. EXAMPLES 
As shown in [22], the general framework in Section 2 applies to a wide 
class of problems; e.g., the neutral functional differential equation (FDE) 
with delays in quadratic cost [ 143, the parabolic partial differential 
equation (PDE) with Neumann or mixed type boundary control, and the 
retarded FDE with delays in control and quadratic cost. Thus, the results 
in Section 3 apply to these problems. 
The other example which can be discussed within the framework of 
Section 2 is the following: consider a retarded FDE in R” with delays in 
control [6, 12, 271 
i(t)=J7 dp(B)x(t+8)+j0 @(e)u(f+e, 
-r -r 
(4.1) 
X(O) = q, X(O) = d(0) and ~(0) = o(e), -r d 8 CO, 
where p(. ) and 9?(. ) are n x n and n x m matrix valued functions of boun- 
ded variation which vanish at 8 = 0 and are left continuous on (-r, 0). Let 
us consider the linear quadratic optimal control problem; for given 
((q, 4),u) E R” x L2( -r, 0; KY) choose the control ZJ E L,(O, T; I?“) that 
minimizes the cost functional 
4~; CO, ~l)=j=W(~)lz+ lu(~)12)~~, (4.2) 
0 
where C is a p x n matrix with p <n. 
Define a structure operator 9 on R” x L2( -r, 0; R”) x L2( - r, 0; R”) by 
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It is shown in [ 12, 271 that the function z(t) = 9(x(t), x(2 + .), u(t + .)) 
satisfies 
f z(t) = d;z(t) + 2&+4(t) in V, 
where s&‘~ is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
on H = R” x L2( -r, 0; IF’) defined by 
and 
J&(W), 4) = lo -I- 
S!&- defined on 9(.&.) is given by 
and 
V=D(dT)‘x H= H’z,(&). 
Then the cost functional (4.2) is equivalently written as 
4~; CO, Tl) = ST (IVz(t)12 +lu(t)12) dc, 
0 
where WV, 4) = ev, (v, 4) E R” xL,(-r,O;lF!“). If we take H= W= 
R” x L2( -r, 0; W) and V= 9(&r.)‘, then the conditions (HI), (H2)‘, (H3)‘, 
and (H4) are satisfied (see Lemma 5.1 in [ 131). By duality, hypotheses 
(Hl )-(H4) are satisfied and thus the results in Section 3 apply to this 
example; i.e., the optimal control u” to (4.1t(4.2) is given by 
uO(t)= -K(t)9(x0(t),x0(t+ +4O(t+ ‘)), 
where x’(t) is the optimal trajectory of (4.1) corresponding to u” and the 
optimal gain operator K(t) satisfies 
f K(t) = -fa&‘(t) L(t)x, XE v 
K(T)=0 
390 
and 
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$ L(f) = -L(t)(d> -LqJqt))z, ZEH 
L(T)=%? 
5. BOUNDARY CONTROL PROBLEMS 
In this section, we discuss problems which cannot be handled by the 
results in Sections 2 and 3. The problems which will be discussed can be 
formulated as the boundary control problem [7], 
; X(f) = Ax(t), x(0)=x E H 
(5.1) 
tx(t)=u(t), 
where A is a closed operator on a Hilbert space H and r is a linear 
operator from H onto the Hilbert space U and the restriction of r to 
dam(A) is continuous with respect to the graph norm of A. Define the 
associated operator A on H by 
g(d)= {xedom(A) and zx=O) 
and 
dx=Ax for x E g(d). 
We assume that d generates a strongly continuous semigroup s(t) on H 
and moreover we assume that there exists a Green map G: U + dam(A) 
such that 
AGu=O and tGu=u for all u E U. 
Then one can write (5.1) as the form of (2.1) and (2.2) [17], 
x(~)=S(t)x+j$-s)Ou(s)ds in V, (5.2) 
where Bu= -&‘Gu, UEU, and V=9(&*)‘. Since scf~E(H, V) [24, 
Lemma 1.3.21, Wu E V, u E U. We will discuss the following three cases of 
interest. 
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5.1. Evolution Equations with Delays in Control [l 1 ] 
Consider the control system with delays in control, 
~z(t)=A,z(t)+B,u(t)+A,,u(t+ .) 
z(O)=ZEH, and u(e)=v(e), -rd6QO, 
(5.3) 
where A, is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup 
S,(t) on H, and A,, is a linear operator on L,( -r, 0; U) defined by 
A,, Y = i &Y(@) +j-O B(e) ~(0) de, 
i= 1 -i- 
where -r=O, <ek.-l < . . < 8, < 0, = 0, Bi E y( U, Ho), and B( .) E 
Z(U, H) is strongly measurable and 8 -+ IIB(B)/IY(U,Hj is integrable on 
C-r, 01. Let us consider the linear quadratic optimal control problem: for 
given x E Ho and v E L2( -r, 0; U) minimize the cost functional 
4~ CO, ~l)=jTW4t)l12,+ IMt)ll:)& 
0 
(5.4) 
where ‘8 E y(H,, Y). 
Let y(t, e)=u(t+e), t>O, and -rdedO, then one can write (5.3) as a 
boundary control problem (5.1), 
with H = Ho x L,( -r, 0; U) where 
DY=-$Y. uEL2(-r, 0; U) 
with domain 
9(D) = [y E L2( -r, 0; U) ( y is absolutely continuous and j E L2}. 
It is shown in [ 1 l] that the associated generator d with domain g(A) = 
g(A,) x GS(D,), where 9(D,) = { y E 9(D) 1 y(0) = 0}, generates a strongly 
continuous semigroup S(t) on H and that 
-dGu= UE u, 
where Wi y = y(0). 
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Thus, one can write (5.3t(5.4) as the control problem of (3.1) with V= 
D(A,*)‘xLS(D,*)‘, H= W=H, xL,(-r,O; U), where 
an?)= CYEWD)I Y(-r)=(J) 
and 
9(Do*) c L, = L; c 9(D,*). 
For this example, one can show that (Hl ), (H2), and (H4) hold [ 111. 
However, (H3) is not satisfied unless A0 generates an analytic semigroup. 
Instead, we have the following properties. The solution semigroup S(r) on 
H is given by 
S(t)= o 
[ 
So(t) So,(t) 1 S,(t) ’ 
where for y E L,( -r, 0; U) 
and 
So,(r)y=/rSo(t-s) A,,S,(s)y ds~ H. 
0 
A calculation shows that for u E U 
Sol(t)B,u= i So(f+e,)B,ll+jO S,(t+e)B(e)ude, 
i= 1 --r 
where s,(. ) is defined by 
t 2 0, 
t < 0, 
ZEH,, 
and thus 
%?S(t) 93 = %?So(t) ?a0 + W&so,(t) w, 
E L”(0, T, 6p( U, H)) n Cs(r, T, 6p( U, H)). 
Let for 120 
(5.5) 
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Then ~j, E 9( U, H). Thus, one can apply Theorem 3.1 in [ 131 to the 
system defined by the triple (A, .91j,, ‘#) and using Proposition 2.1, 
Lemma 2.2-2.3, and Theorem 2.3 in [ 111, one can then obtain that for 
t, d T 
and 
q&t) = -.@‘zz(t) qt, t&x 
(Z7(t)x,x),= ‘J%‘Q(T,s)x~~~s s forallx=(z,u)EH, , 
where the evolution operator @(t, s) is jointly continuous on 0 6 s < t 6 T 
and satisfies 
@(t, t,)x=S(t-to)x+~‘.S(t--s)su~o(s)ds, 
10 
(5.6) 
and &J’(z, y) = B,*z + y(0). Let L(t)x=W?L(T, t)x for XE H and t Q T. 
Recall that if for 0 d t, 6 T, 9,:, and J.&?[,, are in Sections 2 and 3, then the 
optimal control $ on the interval [to, T] is given by 
uyo = -(I+ YE .=!g:,)-’ 9; A&x, XEH. (5.7) 
Note that from (5.5), t, -+ J%‘,,, BBU E L,(O, T; Y) is strongly continuous for 
each u E U. Also from (5.5), y,%;, and dpz are strongly continuous, which 
means that (I+ 9’: 9,:,)-r 9: is strongly continuous in to (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.1). It now follows from (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7) that L(t) 99 is 
piecewise continuous in norm on [0, T]. Moreover, one can show that 
L(t)x, t d T satisfies 
L(t)x=‘RS(T-t)x+(s)dS?‘Z7(s) 
I 
x S(s - t)x ds, XEH 
(see Lemma 5.4 for its derivation). 
Using arguments imilar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we obtain 
that the optimal feedback gain operator K(t) = a’Z7(t), t 6 T is given by 
K(t)x = j’ (L(s) B)* L(s)x ds, 
I 
and thus t-+K(t)x, XEH and t-+L(t)x, XE~(&) are piecewise con- 
tinuously differentiable on [0, T]. As in Section 3, K(t) and L(t) satisfy 
Eq. (3.23) and (3.24). 
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5.2. Hyperbolic Systems [ 18, 231 
Consider the second-order hyperbolic system with Dirichlet boundary 
control, 
-$Y(r,~)+AoYW)=O, 4EQ 
Y&4.) = Yo and ; Y(O,.) = Y, (5.8) 
where 52 is an open bounded domain in R” with smooth boundary f and 
A, is a second-order uniformly strong elliptic operator in 52. One can 
formulate (5.8) as the evolution of (2.1), 
i[c:i:ll=[oR, ;][:j+[:G]U(f) 
where x,(t)=(y(t,.) and x2(f)=(a/&) y(t,.) and u(t)=u(t,.), G is the 
Green map which satisfies 
GuJ,=u and A,Gu=O in .Q, (5.9) 
and do is defined by g(dO) = H;(Q) n H2(Q) and dOx = Aox, x E g(~&). 
Here note that J;4,G E g(&)‘. Let H = W= L’(Q) x Hi(Q) and Y= 
H,j(Q)‘x g(do)’ where L2(Q) is taken as the pivoting space. If d is the 
associated generator on H with domain g(d) = Hi(Q) x L2(Q), then V= 
g(&‘*)’ and by the Hille-Yosida theorem & generates a strongly con- 
tinuous semigroup both on H and V, and thus hypothesis (Hl) holds. 
Under appropriate conditions, it is shown in [ 181 that (H2) holds. 
However, (H3) is not satisfied in general unless Range(%?*) c g(d). 
Motivated by this example, we consider the case when instead of (H3), 
the condition 
(H5) dim( Y) is finite 
is assumed, H= W, V=g(d*)‘, and (H2) holds. Under (H5), we shall 
first show that Corollary 2.4 holds. Recall the statement (H2)’ of 
Theorem 2.1. 
IIcil’s’(T- .)x11 L~(o,T; u) <b llxll”H for x E V’. (5.10) 
Let us denote by .???s’( T- .) the bounded extension of x E I/’ --t 
B’S( Y- .)x E L,(O, T; V) on H. Since V* c g( Y, H) and dim(Y) is finite, 
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this implies that IlGYS( T- .) %‘*[I PJc’(Y,U, is square integrable on [0, T]. 
Then for y E L,(O, T; Y), 
(W:~)(~)-(~Y*~)X=[~KS~(S-~)(.Z~W*--V*) y(s)ds, 
, 
I/~‘S’(.-t)(J:~*-~*)I(.,(,,,.,db liJ;%‘*-V*II,-0 (5.11) 
and thus (9: y) -+ (P’* y)(t) strongly for each t E [0, T]. The desired 
result (Corollary 2.4) now follows from the dominated convergence 
theorem. 
Next, we shall show the following theorem which replaces the results in 
Section 3 under the assumption (HS)-instead of (H3), (H2), W= H, and 
v= qd*)‘. 
THEOREM 5.1. The optimal solution 1.4’ to (3.1) is given by 
u” = -2i?‘zz(t) %(t, t,)x kl f or XEH 
I7(t)x=j%!*(T,s)%?*%‘%(T,s)xds, XEH, 
r 
and suppose K(t)=Sl’Z7(t) and L(t)=%@(T, t), t<T, then K(.)E 
C,(O, T; LZ( H, Y)), where @(t, s) is jointly continuous on 0 6 s < t < T in H 
and is defined by 
%(t,s)x=S(t-s)x-I’S(t-o)BK(o)Q(c,s)xda, 
s 
x E H. 
Moreover, IIU~)~ll~~,,., is square integrable on [0, T] and 
K(t)x = j’ (L(s) ~49)* L(s)x ds, XEH. 
I 
Proof: First note that if 
d= -(Z+YT LifJl 9: Jitv,,x for XEH, 
then for each x E H, U’ converges strongly to r.4y0 as II -+ co in L,( to, T, U) 
and the convergence is uniform in to E [0, T] (see Lemma 3.1). Thus, using 
arguments imilar to those given in the proof of Theorem 3.3, one can show 
that the self-adjoint operator H(t,), to < T on H, defined by 
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satisfies 
(Z7(t,)x, x) = T llW&(T, s)xll$ds, i XE H, (5.12) 
where (t, s) + %!( t, s)x, x E H is continuous and satisfies 
@(t, t,)x = S(t - t,)x + i“ S(t - a) Bu:~(cT) do. 
10 
(5.13) 
From (H5) and (5.10), one can show that 
m7(l,)x=jTmys-t,) 
f0 
x +?*[(I+ Yfo cY;)-’ A,,x](s) ds, x E H. 
Since for At 2 0, #S’( . - (to - At)) %?* = &?‘S’( . - to) S(At) %‘* on [to, T] 
and t, + (I+ y10 LZ’;PT,))’ A?~,x is strongly continuous for each x E H, this 
implies that K( .) E C,(O, T; 6p(H, U)), 
where 
L(f,)x=%S(T-t,)x-V[‘S(T-s) 
10 
x WC(Z+ yip:, =%o)-1 2; 4,x1(s) 4 (5.14) 
,attox = %?S(. - t,)x E L,(O, T; Y), 
Since dim(Y) is finite, say of dimension p, 
x E H. 
g’s’( ’ - ‘0) %/*Y = 1 yi gi( ’ - to), YERP, 
where yi is the ith component of y and gi( .) is a U-valued square integrable 
function. Then, if ei denotes the ith unit vector in Rp, 
e,T%? l?S(T-t)Bu(t)dt=j’(g,(T-l),u(t)),dr, 
to 10 
and thus 
eT k!lo Br.4 = e~(W’sI(. - to) %?*)* u 
=<gi(.-tO)7u) for u E U. 
It then follows from (5.14) that L(t) B’u is strongly measurable for each 
UE u and IIU~)~~~.F~~,~~ is square integrable on [0, T]. 
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Note that u’= -~‘J:nj.(t) @A(t, t,)x for XE H (see (3.7)) where 
for x E H. Combining (5.11) and the argument in the proof of Lemma 3.1 
with the fact that U’ converges trongly to uyO in L2(f0, T; U), we obtain 
ug’) = -K(f) qt, t,)x for XEH. 
The rest of the statements of Theorem 5.1 follow from (5.12), (5.13), and 
arguments imilar to those given in Section 3. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The functions t -+ K(t)x for x E H and t -+ L(t)2 for 
z E ?BH(&) are absolutely continuous on [0, T] and they satisfy the 
Chandrasekhar Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) with x E H and z E GSJ”o1). 
We remark that the optimal quadratic problem for boundary controls of 
linear symmetric hyperbolic systems discussed in [23] can be formulated 
as above and thus Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.2 apply to such a problem. 
By duality, a similar result holds for the case when H = V and W= g”(d), 
(H3) holds, and dim(U) is finite. 
5.3. Parabolic Systems [S, 8, 171 
Consider the parabolic equation with Dirichlet boundary control, 
where A,, 51, and r are defined as in (5.8). If G is the Green map defined 
by (5.9), then (5.15) can be formulated as the evolution equation of (2.1), 
;x(r)=dx(t)-dGu(t), 
where x(t) = y(t, .) E L’(Q), u(t) = u(t,.) E L2(r), and g(&‘) = 
H:(O) n H2(Q). It is known [17] that d generates an analytic semigroup 
S(t) on H and that Gu E g(( -&)“), 0 Q c1< $ where (-A)’ is the fractional 
operator of --& [20,28]. 
Motivated by this example, we consider the following case [8]; W= H 
and I’= S?(d* )‘, d generates an analytic semigroup on H, and 
W= -&G with Range(G)c g(( -&)“), cr>O. In this case, (H2) and 
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(H3) are not satisfied. However, by the closed graph theorem, 
(--QI)“G-rZ(U,H) and hence 
M 
IIs(t) @I/ - Y(U,H) d 1 --b) t 2 0. t 
Thus, suppose %? E 9(H, Y), by Young’s inequality dc;,, E9’(L2(to, r; I/), 
L2(t,, T; Y)) and the optimal uyO is given by 
uyo= -(z+~&s?&-‘qy,,x, x E H. 
Combining the arguments in [13] and those in [8], one can show that 
uyo= -c49’zz(t) %(t, t,)x 
and 
where the evolution operator U( .,.) is given by 
(5.16) 
~(t,s)x=S(t-s)x+(t-a) 
s 
x ?i?WZ7(a) %(a, s)x da, XEH. (5.17) 
Let K(t)x = S?‘H(t) for x E H and t d T. It then follows from 
Proposition 3.1 in [8] that K( .) E C,(O, T; Z(H, U)). Moreover, we have 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. There is a unique evolution operator of (5.17) satisfying 
(i) (t,s)+%(t,s) is continuous on O<s<t<T, 
(ii) ~l+2(t,s)~~I <M/(t-s)l-a, t>s. 
Proof. Define a sequence of the evolution operator %,Jt, S) on 
0 d s d t 6 T generated by 
LYiktI(t,s)=S(t-s)-J’S(t-o)~K(u)%!&,s)do 
s 
with 4&,( t, S) = 0. 
If &(t, s)=@k(t,.s)(-sd)‘-m for t>s, then 
R,+,(t,s)=R,(t,s)-S’S(t--)~K(a)R,(a,s)xda. 
s 
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By induction on k, one can show that 
k>O (5.18) 
where 
and ZJ .) is the classical gamma function. Here we used the well-known 
identity: 
The estimate (5.18) implies that the sequence %k(t, S) converges in norm 
uniformly on 0 < s < t < T and thus %(t, s) = lim ek(f, S) satisfies (5.17) and 
the statement (i). Suppose %(t, S) and 4&t, S) satisfy (5.17). Then we have 
Hence, the uniqueness of solutions to (5.17) follows from the semigroup 
property of 42( ., . ). 
The estimate (5.19) implies that the sequence Rk(t, s) converges 
uniformly in norm for 0 6 s d t-s 6 T and every e > 0. As a consequence, 
R( t, s) = lim Rk(t, s), t B s is uniformly continuous in 2( U, H) for 0 Q 
s ,< t - E d T and every 8 > 0. Moreover, 
IIR(t, s)l\ < ij f(kcr)-’ (d-(cc))” (?-s)~~-~ 
k=l 
Go;, (T(ka)-‘(cl+~))~ Ta(k-l))(f-~)a-l 
&(t-sy. 
505/75/2-15 
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For XE~((-AZ?‘)‘-“) and ye:H, 
(R(t, s)x, y>fj = (( -d)lpM x, @*(t, s)y)ff, t2s. 
Since (-&)I-’ is closed, this implies that 
e*(t,S)yEq(-d*)l-x) for yfzH (5.20) 
and that 
R(t, s) = U(t, s)( -&)‘-‘. 
Thus, the statement (ii) follows from the closed graph theorem. Q.E.D. 
Now, from (5.16) and (5.20) arguments similar to those given in the 
proof of Theorem 3.6 yield 
K(t)x = jlo*L*(s) L(s)x ds, XEH, 
f 
where L(t)x=W%(T, t)x, XE H, and 9?* = -G* d* = (( -d)” G)* 
(-&4*)1-Y 
LEMMA 5.4. The evolution operator %!(t, s) defined by (5.17) satisfies 
@(t,s)=S(t--s)--jl4(f,c1)1K(o)S(c~-s)dc~ 
s 
onO<s<t<T. 
Proof: Define the evolution operator V by 
V(t,s)=S(f-~)-j’~(r,c+8K(o)S(c~s)d~ 
s 
for 0 < s Q t < T. By (ii) of Lemma 5.3, (t, s) + V( t, s) is continuous and 
from (5.17) 
v(r,s)=,S(r-s)-j’[s(,-u)- j’S(r-~)1K(~)I(?,a)dr] 
s 0 
x BK(o) S(o -s) da, 
where 
S(t-t)9YK(z)@(r,a)dz BK(a)S(o-s)da 
1 
= j’S(t-r)lK(z)p( t, a) 99K(a) S(a -s) da dz. 
s s 
CHANDRASEKHAREQUATIONS 
Thus, we obtain 
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v(t,S)=S(t--S)-j’S(t-T)~~(T) 
s 
x S(r-s)-jh( 
( 
z,a)BK(o)S(o-s)da dz 
s > 
=s(t-s)-j’s(t-T)1K(r) V(T,S)dT. 
.\ 
Since the solution of (5.17) is unique, this implies that $(t, s) = V(t, s) on 
O<sdt<T. Q.E.D. 
From Lemma 5.4, L(t), t Q T satisfies 
L(t)x=W(T-t)x-j7L(s)BK(s)S(s-t)x, XEH. 
f 
Note that L(t) Gl=%%(T, t) 9?, t < T. Thus, for XE~(&), t--t L(t)x is 
continuously differentiable on [0, T) and satisfies 
-&)x= -L(t)(d-mqt))x, XE9(d). 
Hence, we obtain (compare it with the result in Sorine [26]) 
THEOREM 5.5. The operators K( .) E C,(O, T; 9(H, U)) and L( .) E 
C,(O, T; Z’(H, Y)) satisfy Eq. (3.23) and (3.24) in which t + K(t)x, x E H 
and t + L(t)z, z E 9(d) are continuously differentiable on [0, T]. 
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